The Fear of Books

or Click here for the Indexed Phobia List - Phobia followed by its scientific name online. Bibliophobia- Fear of books.
Blennophobia- Fear of.Bibliophobia is an unusual phobia of books. It can be broadly defined as the fear of books, but it
also refers to a fear of reading or reading out.anthrophobia, fear of humans. anuptaphobia, fear of staying single.
aquaphobia, fear of water. arachibutyrophobia, fear of peanut butter sticking to roof of mouth.The Fear of Books
[Holbrook Jackson] on rinjanilomboktrekker.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Many of the best books ever
written have been destroyed by kings.The fear of books is known by the Latin name, Bibliophobia. Fearing books can be
a response to learning disabilities such as dyslexia, but it.Examines the violence, destruction, and suppression that have
hounded books throughout their history and the fears that lead to such treachery. This book.This website is dedicated to
fears and phobias. Arachnophobia The fear of spiders affects women four times more (48% Aquaphobia The fear of
water.The English suffixes -phobia, -phobic, -phobe occur in technical usage in psychiatry to . Bibliophobia fear or
hatred of books, as a cultural phenomenon .The Fear of Books has 10 ratings and 2 reviews. mrs rin said: ??????? ??
????? ?????? ??? ??????? ???????. ?? ?? ?? ????? ??? ???? ??? ??????? ?? ?? ????.The fear of books is called
bibliophobia and the fear of knowledge is called epistemophobia. Check out this list of phobias. What are you afraid
of?.A phobia is defined as 'an extreme or irrational fear of something'. Explore the list of phobias to learn the names of
common (and uncommon) fears. water, hydrophobia. waves, cyrnophobia. weakness, asthenophobia.An extreme or
irrational fear is known as a phobia. Certain fears have specific names (like coulrophobia: a fear of clowns). Here are
some water, hydrophobia .Bibliophobia is an unusual fear that is perhaps defined as worry of books or hatred of books.
Generally the previous definition is more accurate. This phobia will.What is Bibliophobia? Bibliophobia is the fear of
books. People who have this fear usually cannot read, which sometimes is the cause of the fear. The origin of.Samuel
Pepys, although sternly disapproving of the work, was unable to resist buying a clandestine copy, hurrying home with
the 'idle, rogueish book', and.Back to: List of phobias Bibliophobia (from biblion, Greek for book) is the fear of books.
This phobia can be confined to just certain book themes, like about.I suffer from a phobia I was surprised to learn has no
name: the fear of running out of books. Its corollary is fear of not having enough to read.The fear of books / by
Holbrook Jackson. "This book is complete in itself, but I like to think of it as a part of its predecessor, The anatomy of
bibliomania.
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